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Outline of the work:

Minerals such as bones and shells produced by living organisms are called biominerals, and their 
formation is called biomineralization; calcification is a main type of biomineralization. Biominerals are 
characterized by the involvement of trace amounts of organic matter�

Carbon dioxide, the principal cause of global warming, accounted for 97% of the atmosphere when the 
earth was formed; now, it has decreased to only 0.05%. This decrease resulted from the activities of living 
organisms for 4 billion years since the birth of life and is primarily related to two types of carbon dioxide 
fixation mechanisms: photosynthesis by green plants and calcium carbonate production by calcifying 
organisms� Although the detailed molecular mechanism of photosynthesis has been elucidated, the mechanism 
of calcium carbonate formation remains unclear because the high proportion of inorganic materials made their 
analysis difficult in life sciences.

Dr. Hiromichi Nagasawa was the first to identify numerous new organic matrices from the calcified 
tissues of various organisms. By elucidating the role of these organic matrices in calcification, he identified a 
common mechanism of calcification reactions that transcends species. He contributed significantly to the 
elucidation of the whole picture�

The presence of organic substances in trace amounts in calcified tissues has long been considered 
important for calcification reactions; however, they have only been obtained as mixtures, and no purification 
and analysis of single compounds are performed� To overcome this situation, Dr� Nagasawa successfully 
purified the main organic matrix from gastroliths of crayfish and cloned a cDNA from its partial amino acid 
sequences to generate a protein consisting of all 462 amino acid residues (GAMP)� This protein has a calcium 
carbonate binding activity and plays a key role in the formation of gastroliths as a major organic component� 
Furthermore, he identified major components as organic matrices from calcified tissues of various organisms. 
However, no common conservation rule was observed in their chemical structures, suggesting that organisms 
acquired calcification abilities independently during the evolution. In addition to calcification, Dr. Nagasawa 
has deepened his research on mineral crystallization and has analyzed the control mechanism of 
biomineralization with a broader perspective�

Studies at the above stage have focused on the organic matrix, which is dominant in calcified tissues, and 
might overlook the organic matrix that is truly important for calcification. Therefore, Dr. Nagasawa developed 
completely original assays to detect the trace amounts of biologically active substances related to calcification 
in vitro, which included calcium carbonate (calcium phosphate) crystal binding activity, crystal polymorph-
selective binding activity, chitin binding activity, and amorphous calcium carbonate retention activity� Using 
these assays, he successfully identified various active trace substances involved in the regulation of 
calcification.
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The spatial arrangements of calcium and carbonate ions in the calcified tissues include calcite (stable at 
normal temperature and pressure), aragonite and vaterite (both metastable), and amorphous structures� The 
calcified tissues of various organisms have unique crystal polymorphism. As reported in 1960 that the 
aragonite polymorphism of pearl oyster nacre is caused by its organic matrix, researchers attempted to 
identify it, but were unsuccessful� Dr� Nagasawa discovered a trace amount of protein (Pif) that selectively 
binds to aragonite from crude extracts of nacreous organic substrates by measuring crystal polymorphism-
selective binding activity and determined its structure� Further, Pif was proved to induce the aragonite 
structure in vitro. On the other hand, phosphoenolpyruvate and 3-phosphoglycerate were identified as active 
substances that maintain the amorphous state of calcium carbonate� Following the discovery of quantitatively 
dominant organic components in calcified tissues, the identification of these organic matrices, which 
functionally lead to the formation of calcium carbonate with specific configurations, has first elucidated the 
mechanism of calcification reactions at the material level.

Based on the above results, Dr� Nagasawa proposed an inter-organism common model in which the 
organic matrices of calcified tissues are classified into insoluble, multifunctional, crystal growth-controlling, 
and amorphous state-stabilizing matrices. First, an insoluble organic matrix forms a scaffold for calcification, 
and the specific binding of multifunctional proteins to the insoluble matrix promotes calcium carbonate 
crystallization and crystal polymorphism� Furthermore, some soluble substrates regulate crystal growth 
although there is no direct interaction with insoluble organic substrates. A universal model of calcification in 
organisms based on such experiments is an epoch-making model never proposed before�

Briefly, Dr. Nagasawa has created a trend in the research on calcification mechanism based on the 
structure and function of organic matrices for calcification reaction, which has not been elucidated so far, 
thereby making an outstanding contribution to the understanding of the reaction� During this time, he received 
Young Scientists Award from Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology and Agrochemistry; Japan Prize 
for Agricultural Science; Yomiuri Prize for Agricultural Science; and the Medal with Purple Ribbon. His 
record of leading research in this field, including presiding over it, has been highly acclaimed worldwide.
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